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Questions Questions About Questions tmalm 45-4 • SREE, A personyy, ate Oyéy eéyim of of the match(es) it is drawing conclusions from, or worse, it is not noticing a new trend of talent choices, synergy or itemization until more data comes in. That¢ÃÂÂs about 4,700 items, 650 abilities and 260,000 words written. Furthermore, I¢ÃÂÂve included
more information in a guide¢ÃÂÂs titles like ¢ÃÂÂPos 4¢ÃÂÂ or ¢ÃÂÂMiddle¢ÃÂÂ to help orient players to the correct role or lane. The tab titles now reflect how each tab should be read and considered. It¢ÃÂÂs been fun to explore and experience this with a tight-knit group of friends, viewers and community. If you¢ÃÂÂre curious which heroes have
the most played games using my guides: Invoker (69 million combined), Pudge (59 million), Phantom Assassin (58 million), Juggernaut (57 million), Sniper (54 million combined) Thoughts My guides are trusted by millions of people for billions of matches. This is my launchpad to a balanced and satisfied life, staying occupied and in search of the new.
Though I announce weekly changes, the work is constant and daily. However, with more room on each tab, I¢ÃÂÂve added alternative boots choices (previously I did not do this). Lastly, my publishings regarding the Dota Esports scene received positive comments and appreciation from key industry groups. No matter how much I grow, it will always
take a conscious effort and maturity to step back from a heated moment and let go for the benefit of your well-being and of others. Market Share From what we were able to simulate,Ã approximately 89.64% of all daily Dota matches use one or moreÃ of my guides. This also opened up more room for Extension Items recommendations like
Aghanim¢ÃÂÂs Shard without breaking my ¢ÃÂÂmax 6 items per tab¢ÃÂÂ policy. A Return to Education On top of the sponsored guides work, live-streaming, guide play-testing, fund-raising start-ups and my consultancies, I started re-examining my education and interest in new learning skills. that are my focus. I still communicate what I on my end,
but I put the onus of being muted on others. I noticed a lot of interactions tend to be a mixed bag of positive and negative emotions (both initial and subsequent). It gives me great pride to think that my guides are among the most subscribed resources on the Steam platform. I am not sure if I announce the changes every year, but the work is definitely
done on an annual basis and takes me about 3-4 months of daily work. Sincere thanks to the friends, fans and supporters that continue to guide me through thick and thin. Reviewing 2015 Guide-Making Policies I realize that the policies I wrote in 2015 are probably not known to today¢ÃÂÂs audience. There is a manual process I spend significant
time to, ideally, avoid the pitfalls of over-relying on statistics without proper meaning behind the results. Within this review, I will outline some key statistics, iterate on some established guide-making policies I outlined in 2014-2015, my new sponsor and talk about myself. For the most part, most of these rules set in place for the guides still remain
since: All guides aim to be updated within the first 48 hours if a large patch is released. Video Editing: I¢ÃÂÂve been using my Twitter & YouTube to test some basic editing and understanding Adobe Premiere. Approximately 25 to 35 million new subscribers come in annually with individual guides like Phantom Assassin hitting 5.5 Million unique
subscribers and the average across all 163 guides is 2.8 Million per. In 2020, I started streaming my Dota matches more frequently. That¢ÃÂÂs not to say I don¢ÃÂÂt play every match with that same determination but rather there are alternative goals such as testing guides, learning a new hero, meta, etc. For 2021, I¢ÃÂÂve been asked to help fundraise for a start-up outside gaming and esports as well. This original schedule was due to public pressure but now its become an obsessive habit.Hero Builds are constructed under the assumption The player is working well. Tab situational relieves potential challenges and adversities if the player is undervalued. Maximum of six articles per slot
(extension, situation, Core, Early Game) to reduce the player's charge with too much choice and to emphasize the most popularly strategic elements. The tools avoid the repetition of the main descriptor and contextualize the objectives of the article or its synergies with the Hã © Roe. All this decides, the test guides still lead to many pages and still
lose my head at certain times. With each iteration, I re -check the inaccuracies, tighten the language and to the context to an element related to the function of the Hã © ROE. Keep in mind that the images may appear more small than legible â € "click on them to get a closest look. I am proud and intimidated of this reality. New polyics For the most
part, these polytics are not new â € “I never mentioned them in my annual reviews: Double core Builds Monkeyâ € Core Build includes Bfury and Maelstrom configurations. They were not bought these articles of last hour than any other article, but generally buy after the basic articles recommended above. Hero Style of Game Instructions: The ºnico
that the guide cannot do that is to tell the players how to play their host. The greatest challenge has been to understand what paper I want to be in the long term, since my ambitions have always been in the objectives of a product or service, and not in specific responsibilities or work cuts. Learning to deal with that and recognize problematic behavior
has been even with the ideal environment. In terms of feedback, it has been scarce for many years and therefore I have to actively search for messages for the chrtics and suggestions of contribution. Process Policies " Every year I publish approximately 40,000 changes to the guides. For example more concrete, I always say that if OpenAI can win
against professional teams using my guides, my guides are theGift, or obviously, there are more in a victory or pédida that if someone is using my guides (or any guide for the case). Starting, early and numbers are recommended sequentially, while the situational elements are for the scenario substitute, including or after the purchase of a player's
central elements. From my initial findings, only new companies offer so much work role fluency. You can check the files of the previous years here. That said, I rarely think about it because the truth is that my ethical position is a duality of importance and insignificance in the great scheme of a whole party. If you are reading this and actively use my
guides, give it to know that this would be for you for you. It is a system that strives to achieve a set of acceptance while adjusting to the high -level expectations of a large and varied audience. Anyway, the trust I have gained among my subscribers is something that I appreciate deeply and continue motivating to improve my work and service. It could
even include a YouTube link here for a greater elaboration. I only took six years to realize that this is not clear immediately for the new players. The statistics on the statistics of this year, the results were traced until 2021 despite the fact that this is a revision of 2019 to 2020. The past year, I have tried to paint some new lights to search for a wonder
and soon explore . After that, a second, more exhaustive, the update is spent for two weeks. In other words, the choice of my guides is a simple three -second decision for players, in a match that can last more than 45 minutes of options, strategy and challenges. New time test by publishing these changes. Thero compilation updates:
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extension articles, but less generally I have started moving the last-minute key elements in the core tab of the guides. Because of this, ccv is still low and requires more effort on my part. A long time ago, I realized that putting too much emotional action on winning leads to more frustration than satisfaction. This is where the ‘Games Played’ statistics
enter as it would indicate the continued active use of a guide (i.e. “impressions”). In general, this transferred the guides to be less than a menu of options and more instructive for a larger part of a player's match. like the manager of a restaurant, as I actively try and taste my own food (recommended builds) and I let the chefs (high level and goal
concerts) determine what should be in the menu (guides.) however, the subscriptions do not necessarily mean that my guides are reproduced regularly. Since 2013, more than 2.5 billion games have been played by listening to my guides. personally, I do not have much curiosity about my level of personal skill, and exploring new hobbies instead
increases that disinterest to know. Welcome steelseries! I am excited to announce my partnership with steelseries! I have met and been fan of steelseries for most of my sporting career and play life: of the last decade: my first game headset was a (red) siberia v2. sponsored my favorite players and teams at warcraft iii and starcraft ii (grubby & evil
geniusndies) I have to meet and interview many years ago. to add, including other goals such as test guides or learning heroes, I dis-emphasize the importance of winning with yos yos om³Ãc raibmac odeup oN .ollugro noc orim euq oleic im ne allertse anu odneis eugis sdliuB oreH otceyorp iM senoisulcnoC .ovitcurtsni e ovisam se otcefe le orep
,o±Ãeuqep sE .soirausu by by these systems so my only option is to self-preserve. Previously, we relied on Dotabuff but they do not track all modes per hero-usage percentages (e.g. not counting Turbo or bot games), thus leading to a lower and inaccurate results. This is the 8th annual Year-in-Review for my personal project: The Standard Dota Hero
Builds. After 2019, my affairs were wrapped up with StarLadder and marketing for the PUBG Europe League and CS:GO Major: Berlin. In 2020, I completed my consultancy of the GosuGamers.net sale ¢ÃÂÂ the second acquisition in my career. I had learned Clarinet, Trumpet and Saxophone as a child but they were of little help when getting
accustomed to piano.Currently completing my Executive MBA: A two-year diploma for working professionals to certify what my professional experience aligns with the traditional education of the business world. Key difference from last year¢ÃÂÂs findings is that we used global population data from Stratz to determine our findings. Personal
Thoughts & Future Over the years, I¢ÃÂÂve come to be more selective with who and how I communicate. Over 163 guides are created and routinely maintained with helpful tips and roadmap on itemization and skill recommendations. For some heroes, their Core Items are always the same but their late-game choices are split into two camps for
players to consider. This enjoyment lines up with the hero builds, where finding the optimal approach to teach and help players learn how to play Dota, within a limited scope of inflexible guides, is both a challenge and passion. Below is an outline of what I¢ÃÂÂve explored or am currently learning since 2020. SteelSeries has been an active supporter
of Dota 2 events, pro-teams and players for years and I¢ÃÂÂm honored to have my passion and work for Dota 2 directly trusted and supported by SteelSeries. When I lose, I can just stop playing rather than feeling obligated to grind when unhappy or dissatisfied (which, in affects others by my own frustration. During the lane stage. You can see them
on my Twitter: I've been losing a lot but also finding some inaccurate key issues with these hero constructions. But what if it included a fragment of information in a toolkit information as a reference guide? By 2021, I continue to provide strategic leadership consultations on games and electronic sports for new brands, investors, companies and
executive failing companies. I receive feedback from professional players and active guides, I look at repetitions and pro-coincident programs, game testing guides, review of database statistical patterns and then implement key changes routinely. Growth year after year between February 2013 and May 2021, the guides have reached more than 450
million subscriptions. Finally, in the last year, I have finished more than 50 games for a different player, learning a lot about different genres, types of game, game design and writing narratives. Instead, it is based solely on the idea of my enjoyment of the game and the games. When a standard game style is diverging in two styles, I divided a guide
into two core constructions to provide structure to the player if they have a "good" game or need something specific. I have also reduced the situational elements for most of the guides, as they offered key elements that players would generally consider. Life and future professional work In terms of professional work, it has been a year of research to
determine what I want to do and in which industry I want to continue working. By 2023, I hope to have completed this fourth (and final) diploma .C# and a Unity engine: I spent a few months understanding these areas before losing interest. Besides, my piece2019 about experience suggestions in new players was also well received. However, what is
more important, I have come to the conclusion that, like everything in life, what I do and say that it should be for my own (mental) benefit instead of convincing the the rest. the rest. I am unsure if players have noticed this shift but it may feel limiting until I re-populate some guides appropriately. They will help a player dig efficiently, but the effort,
planning and knowledge comes from the person themselves. You are missed and thought of everyday. This whole thought-process detracts from the bottom-line that this passion project can only continue if it comes from my own self-interest and not the interpretative importance for a video game. To summarize, these guides should be viewed as a
product/service and I am the manager and researcher of them. These guides are a tool, similar to a bucket or a shovel. Streaming still remains a part of my free-time (like Dota and the guides) and not a priority in view of my other projects. 25 years later, I am still that multi-ethnic kid of a refugee restarting his life and future one last time. The
announcement video is one such example.Completed 14 certificates and certifications in digital marketing and SEO to round out my professional knowledge.Piano: I have always loved but was intimidated by this instrument. My current conflict is that I want to be integral to both the creative process in shaping something (a game, platform or other)
and I want to give my expertise to a sound business/marketing strategy for the organization. The percentages represented show the likelihood of 1 to 9 guides simultaneously being used during any match. match.
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